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The contrast range of many digitaE images needs to be reset be-
fore outputting images to various ends. This is especially important
when printing to paper because ink absorbs into papers through a
capillary action, most in the cheapest papers (such as newspaper)
and least in high gloss paper from slick magazines. The capillary
phenomenon is known as dot gain In the printing world, since im-
ages are redefined as small dots when printing to publications, The
result of dot gain is seen most in a loss of details or muddiness in
the shadow or the black region of images.

Cheaper paper also has the tendency to resist the absorbance
of ink when minute amounts are laid down in the white end of Images
where the palest whites exist. In the middfe gray ranges known as
the rnidtones, all papers have better capacity to show differences
in the levels of gray and in gradients, depending on the frequency,
shape and size of dots making up the image (the greater the fre-
quency—often described as dots per inch—the greater the capacity
to show gradations in midtones).

Coupled with the narrow dynamic range of inked paper from
the whitest whites to the blackest blacks is our own eyesight, limited
En its ability, also, to see differences among blacks. The computer
is able to accurately measure differences in blacks we find difficult
to see unless we use visualization methods such as pseudocolor
to amplify those differences.

In this discussion, rememberthat "blackest
blacks" also refers to the dark end of colors,
especially the color blue. It does not, however,
refer so much to the lighter end of colors, un-
less the colors are so oversaturated that these
areas turn absolute white (take care not to do
so). The whitest whites that are unprintable on
ink-resistant papers generally do not include
bright colors; just the whitest whites.

In the end, it makes little sense to keep
the deepest blacks and, depending on output,
the whitest whites, since these will not output
to many devices and we cannot distinguish be-
tween the deepest blacks by eye anyway. En
order to do that, some adjustments need to be
made in Photoshop to reset blacks and whites,
and to amplify the midtone range.

Various words are used to describe the
black end, the white end and midtones of im-
ages. In software, these are often labels next
to siiders that make adjustments. When a slider
adjusts the black end (usually setting the darkest
black point above 0 so that no pixels in the im-
age "saturate," or remain at 0), it is called among ,... „ , , , .

.. _., . , , ' ~ . .... wedge divided into
other things, Black Level and Contrast. When K v*!ues prjntjng

the slider adjusts the white end (usually setting problems espe-
the whitest pixel value below 255 for an 8-bit dally with cheaper
camera, 4095 for a 12-bit camera and 65,536 for papers, occur
a 16-bit camera to avoid saturation at the white within regions A
end), this is labelled, among other things, Gain, 3
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White Level, and Brightness. Only one word is commonly used
for adjustments to the midtones, and that is Gamma (sometimes
'Enhance" is used), Adjustments to the Gamma should not affect
the black end or the white end of images, but it will affect linear-
ity of dark to light and should not be adjusted when subsequently
measuring pixel intensities.

To make adjustments in Photoshop with the final output of
that image in mind, adjustments to the white and black levels need
to be made, as well as to the gamma. Typically digital cameras
and laser/PMT systems create blacks that are too dark for output
devices, and these need to be lightened. The whitest whites need
to be "grayed" just a bit, The gamma, especially with many EM im-
ages, needs to be made more contrasts Remember these steps
are only carried out when preparing a continuous tone image for
subsequent output (not a graph, line drawing or most artwork).
Here's a way to do that using tools in Photoshop:

First, set up the tool and the dialogue box that you will be using.
Open your image of interest, or select the layer upon which your im-
age resides, If it is a figure or plate consisting of several images, and
the plate has been flattened, first outline your image of interest with
the marquee tool and fine tune the outline by choosing Transform
Selection under Select on the menu—otherwise, the following steps
will not only affect the image but everything else as well

Next, click on the eyedroppertool (double click if version 4xor
5x). In the menu bar set the Sample Size to 5X5 Average (set the
Sample Size using the Eyedropper dialogue box in 4x, 5x).

Now open the Info dialogue box. Under Window, select Info
or Show Info, in the Info dialogue box, click on the top, right ar-
rowhead to reveal a dropdown list: select Palette Options. Set the
First Color Readout to Grayscale (click on arrow to reveal dropdown
list and select), and the Second Color Readout to Actual Color. It is
a good idea to retain settings because these reveal values that are
important for contrast and color adjustments (one cannot rely on
the color and contrast displayed on the computer screen; it's best
to be able to read values to maintain predictable outcomes when
going to print). Click OK.

The Info dialogue box now shows a K value in the top left
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Figure 2, Info dialogue box and Info Options (from Palette Options),
Set First Color Readout to Grayscale and Second Color Readout to
Actual Color

quadrant, and RGB (or CMYK) values in the top, right quadrant
The K value is a percentage that is based upon how much black
ink will be placed upon the page when the image is printed. Thus,
a 100% value would "tell" the printer to saturate with black ink and
a 0% value would withhold black ink altogether RGB values, on
the other hand, represent black to white values which range from
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Americas 201 -529-4330
Japan+81-3-3740-5172
Eumpe, Africa and Middle East
+31-13-536-4000

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS FOR THE SEM & TEM
• GENESIS XMS, the next generation of microanalysis

systems
• GENESIS software, easy to use with full functionality
• Full range of microanalysis detectors including Si(Li)

LN free and LN cooled, WDS, Silicon Drift and
Microcalorimeter

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS IN THE SEM & TEM
• EBSD in the SEM

OIM provides crystal orientation mapping and
texture analysis

Delphi combines EBSD and EDS data for phase
identification

• Electron Diffraction in the TEM
ACT, automated tools for the acquisition analysis
and reporting of TEM diffraction data

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
• Take micro characterization to the next level and

achieve the most accurate results with simultaneous
EDS/EBSD data acquisition and Chl-Scan chemical
indexing

PHASE-CONTRAST IMAGING
• Reveal the internal microstructure of a sample with

resolutions below 200nm

Emaii:
edax.info-americas@ameteK.cam or

isit our website at
ill I ... advancing materials characterization

EDAX Inc. Is a unit of AMETEK Inc.
Process & Analytical Instruments Division
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Figure 3. Threshoided image and Threshold dialogue box with
Info Box readout Top image (A) shows the image displayed when
slider in the Threshold dialogue box is set closer to 0. Darkest
or blackest value is marked with a iocation mark by holding down
the shift key and cficking on that iocation with the eyedropper tool.
The iocation is #"? or? the info dialogue box. The middle image
(B) is threshotded by moving the threshold slider toward 255 and
the brightest or whitest location is marked and given the #2 in the
Info box. The bottom image (C) shows the original with location
markers.

0 to 255 (for 8-bit images) in each color "channel" (red, green or
blue, the combination of these three channels used to yield various
hues). All three channels (redr green, and blue) are the same value
when working with grayscale images.

These values are displayed as the cursor moves around the
image displaying the gray vatue of the pixels that lie underthe cursor.
When using the eyedropper tool set at a 5X5 average, the value is an
average of 5X5 pixels under the cursor icon, read from the end of the
eyedropper (unless the cursor display was set to Precise in Prefer-
ences under Display & Cursors: then the eyedropper tool shows a
crosshair cursor and the value is read from the centermost point).
Move the cursor over your image until you are able to find the black-
est black and the whitest whites by reading values Sn the info Box.
Fordarkfield images from the microscope, the black and white levels
are fairly easy to locate because background covers so much area,
Because of background noise, however, some variation of values
will exist Read several values to get a feel for the mean.

If the K value for blacks fie between 85% and 100%n then for
most printing presses and laserjet printers, the ink volume is too
great. The whites aren't quite as predictable, but as a general rule,
if whites read 0% to 4% gray, then the values do not allow enough
ink to be released. In any case, no values should read 0%.

InkJet printers are different. Note that inkjet printers may be able
to "handle" K values at the white and black ends. That's because
the automatic software which comes with inkjet printers often re-
calculates your image values to the capabilities of the printer/paper
combination. If you can, set the Inkjet printer software for the inkjet
to use JCM or ICC values (values from your computer screen: for
all practical purposes, something closer to the values read in the
Info box). The inkjet with glossy paper will then print closer to what
might be seen when the image is published.

How to find the blackest blacks and the whitest whites with
brightfield and EM images

When looking at an electron micrograph or a brightfleld trnage,
these values may be more difficult to find. If you are unsure, then
you can use the following technique not only to find these areas but
to also create a location mark, This probably goes without saying,
but be sure to avoid artifacts when finding these areas.

Under Image, select Adjustments) then Threshold, This
dialogue box contains values which range from 1 to 255, from the
darkest value (1) to the whitest (255). As the slider is moved toward
1, what remains as black indicates the darkest values. As the slider
is moved toward 255, what is white indicates whitest values.
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Channel: RGB

Input Levels;.. |0• Cancel j

Options,.4 ^

Qutput Levels; J8 J255

P Preview

Figure 4. Levels diaigue box settings and Info Box. Set Output
sliders (if too dark or too bright) and/or sliders under the histogram
(if not dark or bright enough), in this instance, the Output slider for
black was increased so that the #? position reads 35 for the output
value (-87% K value when cursor is placed over this iocation marker).
The whitest value was not bright enough, and so the white slider was
moved toward the end of the histogram to increase that value. The
#2 iocation marker reads 251 (-3% K value). The middle gamma
slider is increased slightly to enhance contrast.
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r First find the blackest area by moving the slider to the left
toward 1. When that area is found, make a location mark (which
also provides a readout in the Info box). Do that by holding down
the Shift key, move the eyedropper tool over that area, and click.
You may have to zoom in for greater accuracy. You will see a
crosshair marking with the number 1 beside it on the image. At
the same time, a new quadrant will appear in the Info box at the
bottom left with the number 1.

Now find the whitest whites by moving the slider to the right
toward 255. Again, mark that area by holding down the shift key
and clicking with the eyedropper tool on that area. This shows up

Ias #2 on a new quadrant at the bottom right in the Info box.
Instead of doing the "normal" thing and clicking the OK button,

click Cancel. If, by mistake, the OK button is clicked and you now
have a thresholded image, you can Undo (under Edit on the Menu)
and still keep the location markers, Note that these markers do
not print, that there is a limit to four markers, and that the markers
disappear when other tools on the toolbar are selected (but reap-
pear when the eyedropper tool is selected).

Set the lowest black level and the highest white level
Under Image, select Adjust(rnents) and Levels, Use the

Output Levels slider to set the lowest value in all three channels
(if grayscale) or any channel (if color) to -38 to 42 (about an 80%
to 85% K value, what you can read by moving the cursor over
the location mark). Ignore the Output Level reading in the Levels
Dialogue box and only rely upon readings in the Info box. These
readings show two numbers with a slash between. The number to
the left is the original value and the number to the right is the value
were one to OK the Output sliders. Using the slider on the white
end of Output Levels, move the slider to the left until the all three
channels display 245 (about 4% K value reading).

You may find that your whitest white falls short of 4% on the
K scale or 245 on the color channel scale. In that event, when the
whites are too gray, use the white slider under the h istogram (on the
right side) and move it toward the histogram until the values read
-4%. Do the same with the black slider (move the slider toward the
end of the histogram) when the blacks fall short of 85% black.

Note: the black level may come off as a miserable gray on your
display. The way in which blacks appear depends entirely upon
your monitor settings and the amount of ambient light in the room,
if these are not optimized, then images may not display correctly.

Set Gamma

Before closing the Levels dialogue box, be sure to also adjust
the gamma by eye to a contrasty setting (to the right) by using the
middle slider just below the histogram. This can be done to each
investigator's satisfaction with the idea that the image is being opti-
mized to best show features of interest Click OK when satisfied.

For most target printers, your black, white and gamma levels
are now optimized. These optimized settings also create a better
environment for converting files from RGB to CMYK for publication
(when required). Greens and reds in darkfield images print brighter,
and dark blues and reds in brightfield images actually appear to
contain these colors (versus flat black). Details are less apt to
become lost in whites and blacks when printing to a laserjet. In
the endT the rule is not so much to trust your screen display as it
is to trust the numbers. •

Adobe and Photoshop are registered trademarks of the Adobe
Corporation, Mountain View, OA.
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This [s our third generation,
traceable, magnification
reference standard for all
types of microscopy (SEM,
OpticaL STM, AFM, etc.). The
MRS-4 has multiple X and Y
pitch patterns that range
from % |jm (± 0,045 |jm) to
500 }jm (± 0.1 Mm) and a 6
mm ruler with 1 |jm
increments.

Visit our website and send for our free resources guide,

GELLER
MICROANALYTICAL
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436e BOSTON STREET (RT. 1) * TOPSFIED, MA 01983
97^867-7000 * 97&£a7-6671 * jg@gillermicTo.com
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r Job Posting
Microscopist Opening

Eastman Chemical Company has a position in its corpo-
rate research and development labs for a microscopist. Extensive
experience with both optical and electron microscopy is required
and experience in AFM, computer programming, and/or particle
stee analysis would be a strong plus, Knowledge of polymer mor-
phology and/or the morphology of coatings and inks is also highly
desirable. A PhD ts preferred. The laboratory is well equipped
with several optical microscopes, an SEM, aTEMt an AFM* and a
particle size analyzer. The successful candidate will be working
with this equipment and other scientists and engineers at East-
man to develop new/improved polymers and chemicals and to
help solve manufacturing problems. Candidates must be highly
motivated; have good communication skills and be able to work
with teams.

Eastman Chemical Company a Fortune 500 company, is
a major manufacturer of plastics, fibers, and specialty organic
chemicals. This position is at the Kingsport, TN site. Kingsport
is located In northeast Tennessee in the foothills of the Smoky
Mountains. For great information on the Tri-Cities area check
www.tricjiies.net and www.johnsoncitytn.com

Eastman is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Reference Requisition- To submit your CV/Resume; go to
http://www.eastman.com, click on Employment, Positions Avail-
able and then click Submit Your Resume Online. Reference
code ECO/1064HS.
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